
Edgile Selected to Speak at 2017 FS-ISAC Fall Summit  
 

Firm to Demonstrate Award-Winning Enterprise Risk Methodology 

and Toolset for Global Banking Compliance Programs  
 

AUSTIN, Texas, September 27, 2017 — Edgile, the leading cyber risk and regulatory 

compliance partner to the Fortune 500, today announced it will present to financial services 

executives at the 2017 FS-ISAC Fall Summit, October 1-4, in Baltimore MD. Representing the 

firm, GRC expert and Edgile Partner David Deckter will discuss the new approach financial 

services organizations are adopting to ensure pragmatic and defensible risk management for 

new compliance requirements such as the NY DFS cybersecurity regulations.  

 

“Among financial services IT professionals, timely knowledge about one's enterprise is critical in 

identifying potential cyber risk gaps and vulnerabilities to sensitive business information,” said 

David Deckter. “Finding and remediating security and compliance gaps ensures programs, 

practices, and investments are safeguarded from intrusion—which is essential for enterprise-

wide stability and maintaining consumer brand trust.” 

 

Deckter’s “Diagnostics Detect, Benchmarking Protects” presentation during the summit’s 

governance track—on Tuesday, October 3 at 10:00 AM EST—will inform financial services 

professionals about smarter technology-risk diagnostics and control plans that better align with 

today's dynamic regulatory environment. In addition, Edgile senior executives and consultants 

will be on-hand at booth #33 to provide insights into how Edgile’s award-winning tools and 

methodology satisfy internal and external organizational compliance requirements.  

 

Supporting Resources: 

● To better understand your organization's security and risk posture, read more about 

Edgile's Technology Diagnostics Service 

● For more on advancing your GRC program with Edgile’s harmonized laws and 

regulations, download the iGRC Content Service PDF 

● Contact Edgile to speak with our regulatory and compliance experts 

 

About Edgile  

Edgile is the trusted cyber risk and regulatory compliance partner to the world’s 

leading organizations, providing consulting, managed services, and harmonized regulatory 

content. Our strategy-first model optimizes on-premises and cloud programs, IAM, GRC, and 

cybersecurity. By transforming risk into opportunity, we secure the modern enterprise through 

solutions that increase business agility and create a competitive advantage for our clients.  

      

Learn more at www.edgile.com 

 

Follow Edgile on Twitter and LinkedIn 
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